Main Eco-Eco Index aim is to provide a fair and standardized instrument able to measure a ratio of
ecologic/economic achievement for companies and administration
Eco-Eco Index deals with three purposes:
•

To introduce an ecological accounting in Companies accounts

•

To be able to compare ecologic/economic achievements between companies establishments within
a nace classification using eco-eco-index

•

To build a financial incentive rewarding good behaviour and punishing bad ones

Those three points will be developed successively:
1. Ecological accounts
Internal expenses have to be treated independently from external expenses.
1.1.

internal expenses concerned are:






6256 Professional expenses and 6414 travelling indemnity
• Share of transportation sorted by way (car, bus, fly, ship, railway…)
• Need to know distances
60221 Combustible
• Type (gas, fuel, petrol, diesel…)
• Need to know quantities
6061 Energy
• Water (quantity)
• Electricity (quantity and source: hydraulic, nuclear…)

To obtain such new information as quantity and types API have to be added into accounting Software.
1.2.

External expenses (accounts payable)

To calculate the index, accounts payable have to be sorted by nace and establishment registration
once a year. For that bills must include such information. For simplicity one can imagine to include a
bar code on bills, informing about the establishment registration number (RN) and nace
classification. Import gets a special treatment.

1.3.

Other information needed

In order to calculate the Eco–Eco Index, we also need to know the turn over, the value added and
the year average number of employees for each establishment. This information is needed once a
year, at the annual balance sheet.
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2. Eco-Eco-index
2.1. Eco-Eco-index formula
This index calculates the ecological impact of establishment compare to its economical and social
impact, formula is:

Index =

[ Energy + Carbon + Water ]
[Value.added .x.Employees]

•

Energy consumption whatever the origin (electricity, gas, fuel…) is measured in watt

•

Carbon impact measured in ton is the value of carbon discharged in atmosphere by energy
consumption

•

Water is measured in m3

•

[Value added x Employees] is called the social value.

2.2. Eco-Eco-index pattern
Company X

Establishment 1
RN-NACE

Establishment 2
RN-NACE

Energy account
•
•
•

Annual extraction
Turnover of account payable
sorted by RN-NACE

60221 Combustible
6061 Electricity water
6256-6414 travelling
Information on : Type kind quantity

Establishment 3
RN-NACE

Turnover of
establishment

Calculation of ratio
Energy account
/turnover
per establishment

Value
added

…

Employment

DB
Eco-Eco

Calculation of Eco-Eco
Index per establishment

Calculation of
mean per nace
code

Calculation of deviation from the
mean for each establishment

Return of information to
companies

A data base exclusively dedicated to Eco-Eco Index has to be created in order to calculate position of each
establishment.
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3. Financial system
To create an incentive for establishment to be thrifty in Energy consumption, imaginative to find some
low carbon discharging sources and to save water resources, a financial bonus must be introduced. This
must be neutral in two different ways. First, global amount of taxes paid by companies have to remain
the same. Secondly the system has to be neutral among different activities (nace). Heavy industrial
activity which uses a lot of energy must not be punished while intellectual services would be rewarded.
The first neutrality is called “global neutrality” the second is “structural neutrality”
3.1. Global neutrality
Global neutrality is achieved when the amount of penalties remains just equal to the amount of
rewards.
3.2. Structural neutrality
Each establishment is classified by deviation from the mean calculated by nace code. Amount of
Penalties and rewards also has to be calculated per nace code. This gives the insurance that the
system remains structurally neutral
3.3. Incentives
As pollution is responsible of illness and diseases, amounts collected from penalties should go to the
social welfare system and rewards should low down social contribution for companies and
employees. Doing that every one in companies is encouraged to behave properly. And it has been
observed that large saving is often the result of little changes from bad habits.

To conclude, Eco-Eco Index Project introduces an ecological competitiveness among establishments acting in
similar activity. Furthermore, it gives crucial information about ecological achievement for companies and can
be use to inform final consumers about “green scoring” of products and services. Of course more indicators
can be added in the index such as dishes for example.
As nace codes are internationally standardized, such system can be implemented almost everywhere when
there is a reliable accounting system for companies.
In addition, UE governments engaged themselves to reach ambitious results concerning carbon discharge
level in the future, so companies are going to be under an expensive pressure from administration, without
having a standardized instrument to measure there achievements or, as quotas do, systems which are not
structurally and globally neutral, which do not care about local employment and economic consequences of
delocalisation of heavy energy consuming activities.
After two or three years of testing without financial consequences, Eco-Eco Index could be easily
implemented at least in UE member countries. The know-how already exists; willingness to do is today the
unknown.
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